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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in or relating to Electronic Digital Computing Machines.

We, NATIONAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, of 1 Tilney Street, London, W.1, a British Corporation established by Statute, do hereby declare the invention, for which we pray that a patent may be granted to us, and the method by which it is to be performed, to be particularly described in and by the following statement:—

This invention relates to electronic digital computing machines and is more particularly concerned with improved word storage arrangements for the data to be used in such machines.

It is already well known and common practice to employ two or even more different types of data word storage, one, usually known as the main or high speed store, being that directly associated with the control and computing circuits of the machine and having only a limited word capacity but with either immediate or high speed of access to any word storage location therein, and the other or others, usually known as the secondary or backing store, providing a much larger word capacity but, by reason of the usual form of such stores, e.g. a magnetic drum or magnetic tape store, having a very much slower speed of access to any word storage location therein. Frequently the respective signalling speeds of the main and secondary stores are very different, the signalling speed of the main store being higher and synchronised with the normal signalling rhythm of the associated machine whereas the signalling speed of the secondary store is often relatively low.

With such main and secondary data word storage arrangements it is usual to transfer data words located in the secondary store into the main store before they can be used operatively within the machine. For convenience and saving of time such transfers are often effected in blocks of predetermined number of words, conveniently equal to the number of separate storage word locations in a discrete section of the main store, such as a magnetic core storage matrix. Since the different word storage locations of such main store section into which transfer is to take place are probably already occupied by other data words including answer words which have previously been obtained and which will be required subsequently, it is necessary also to arrange for the transfer of such existing words in the reverse direction, i.e. from the main store to the secondary store, before the transfer of fresh data words to the main store can take place. It is essential, furthermore, to be able to identify each individual word both before and after transfer and this is usually effected by the use of special transfer instructions forming part of the main order programme and which specify the particular addresses or address blocks concerned in the transfer in both stores. The programme compiler then has complete control and knowledge of the content of each word storage location in both stores at all times. When the secondary store is of the type in which the various word storage locations become available sequentially and the access speed store is accordingly low, the waiting period required for availability of a particular address or address block defined by the transfer instruction may result in considerable slowing of the average computing speed of the machine.
One object of the present invention is to provide a machine arrangement for reducing such delay.

In accordance with the invention, in an electronic digital computing machine which includes an immediate or high access speed main data word store, a secondary data word store of the type in which the various storage locations or addresses become available sequentially, word transfer channels between said main and said secondary stores and control means for effecting transfer of data words from said secondary store to said main store and from said main store to said secondary store, said control means is arranged to transfer each data word from said main store into that vacant one of the address locations of said secondary store which is next available after the time of a requirement to effect transfer while there is also provided a directory register for recording the programme identification address of said data word and the secondary store address to which said data word has been transferred.

Such directory register is for subsequent use in translating a control address signal demanding the same particular programme address location into selection of the actual location in the secondary store where the data word identified by such programme address has been recorded.

The above feature is of particular application to arrangements of the kind described in co-pending Application No. 9300/60 (Serial No. 976,499) in which a unique address identification definable in any instruction or order is assigned to every available word storage location provided in both the main and the whole or a part of the secondary store of the machine. By arranging that certain digits of any address signal always define a different particular one location within a group or block of address locations of predetermined number, e.g. 512, and then defining each separate (512 word) block by means of further digits of such address signal, the above mentioned directory register need only deal with the latter, i.e. the block-identifying digits when, as is preferably the case, any transfer operation is concerned only with one or more complete blocks.

In order that the above and other features of the invention may be more readily understood, one embodiment thereof will now be described by way of illustrative example only and with reference to the accompanying drawing whose single figure is a block schematic diagram illustrating the principal components of an electronic digital computing machine having a data word storage arrangement according to the invention.

The machine about to be described is one arranged for operation in the parallel mode and with binary form numbers. Accordingly, where reference is made to a "multiple", such term is to be construed as meaning a group of separate conductors, one for each signalled digit value, while reference to "gate means" in association with such multiples is intended to mean the control by gate circuit means of all of the separate digit leads of the multiple by means of one or more control signals. Such multiples or conductor groups are shown in the drawings only as a single line while, in the interests of clarity, the various gate control signal connections and other elements have been omitted since their construction and arrangement follow the now well known forms and practices of the art.

The embodiment shown comprises a main or high access speed store 10, a secondary store 11, an instruction or order register 14 with an associated control register 44 for normal machine control purposes during execution of a computing programme, a separate transfer control register 17 and an associated transfer instruction register 47, a memory-comparator circuit 21 and an associated code signal generator 15, a main store block clearance selector device 50 and a group of special word storage registers including a transfer instruction store 49, a main store block register 56, a secondary store directory register 63, a programme block directory register 70 and a so-called working store 52.

As it is a feature of this invention that an address as defined by the address digits of an instruction or order has no constant relationship to any one or any particular group of storage locations within the machine, it is pointed out that when, hereinafter, reference is made to a "programme" address number or a "programme" block number, the intention is to refer to the address digit configuration as used in the order or instruction of the programme for a particular computing operation being performed, whereas reference to a "store" block number or a "store" address, means the address identification of a particular word storage location or a particular group of separate storage locations within a particular piece of apparatus.

The main store 10 conveniently comprises eight magnetic core storage matrices each capable of registering 1,024 data words in the form of 16 blocks of 512 words each. Address selection within the main store 10 is by address select means 12 which may comprise the usual diode tree circuits. Selection of a desired one of the 16 store block positions is effected by a group of eleven digit signals d12—d22 of an address and applied by way of an input multiple 28. The similar selection of any desired single word storage location in any selected block in store 10 is effected by a group of
nine digit signals $a_3 - d_{11}$ of the same address and applied by way of input multiple 27. The write input multiple of the main store 10 is indicated at 41 and the read-out multiple at 42.

The secondary store 11 conveniently consists of one or more magnetic drum stores capable of providing 512 separate block storage locations available sequentially and each capable of registering a block of 512 separate words. Selection within the secondary store 11 is effected on a block basis only by address select means 16 which may again be of any well known form and include means for providing an output signal $\theta$ which is indicative of the store address of the next block storage location which will become available and is in the form of a group of address digit signals corresponding to those of register 14 for the same block. In addition, such address select means 16 include a coincidence testing circuit to which the said $\theta$ signal is applied for comparison with a block address signal fed to the input 20. When coincidence is established, a signal is emitted over lead 68. The said $\theta$ signal is also available externally on lead 60. The write input multiple to the secondary store 11 is indicated at 29 while the read output multiple is shown at 31. The latter is connected by way of transfer gate 22 to the write input 41 of main store 10 while the write input of the store 11 is fed through transfer gate 23 from the read output multiple 42 of the main store 10.

The precise form of the main and secondary stores is of no concern to the present invention. The write input multiple 41 and the read output multiple 42 of the main store 10 are also connected in the usual way to highways 25 and 26 respectively feeding the other parts of the machine including the normal instruction and control registers 14, 44 and the computing circuits (not shown).

The instruction register 14 may be of any known form, for instance, a group of trigger circuits one for each digit signal to be registered and providing the necessary address and function controlling signal outputs according to the value of the different digits of an instruction signal therein. This register 14 includes add or subtract means for combining a first instruction signal with a modifying signal in known manner. The normal instruction signal input is shown at 24 and the modifier signal input at 18. Associated with the functional signal outputs of this register is the usual decode circuits indicated at 45 to provide the necessary control and other signals for operating the machine in accordance with the applied instruction. The word and block address signal outputs are fed over multiples 33, 34 to the address select means 12.
bank of the memory comparator circuit has an individual output lead 19 which is energised if, but only if, the setting states of all of the memory trigger circuits of that bank coincide with the applied digit signal on multiple 34. When such coincidence occurs, the corresponding output signal on the related lead 19 provides an input to the code signal generator 15 which is again of the form as described in the co-pending Application. This signal generator effectively provides, in response to energisation of any input lead 19, a 4-digit signal combination within the range 0000, 0001—1111 according to the particular bank of the memory comparator circuit 21 where coincidence has been established. Such 4-digit signal from the code signal generator forms the block identifying signal input to lead 28 of the address select means 12. In addition, the memory comparator circuit 21 provides an output on lead 37 when coincidence is established in any one of the banks or, alternatively, provides a non-equivalent output signal on lead 39 when there is failure to establish coincidence in any one of the banks of trigger circuits. The main store block clearance selector device 50 is for selecting one of the block positions of the main store 10 for clearance whenever space is required in the main store to receive a new work block from the secondary store 11. This device 50 may take any one of a number of different forms according to the chosen system of selecting a block for clearance including that described and claimed in our co-pending Application No. 13855/60 (Serial No. 979,633). One simple arrangement is to select each of the sixteen main store blocks for clearance in turn in which case the device 50 merely comprises a 16 stage ring counter stepped on one step at each transfer operation to render each of its 16 stages operative in turn to energise the related one of a group of 16 outputs forming a multiple 55. Yet another embodiment may comprise a series of combined pulse counter and time delay circuits, one for each bank of the memory comparator circuit. Each of these circuits is arranged to have its count state advanced one step whenever coincidence is established in the associated bank of the memory comparator circuit 21 and is also arranged to have its count state progressively reduced at an appropriate rate on a machine operation time basis. With this embodiment the particular bank which is used most frequently will have the highest count state of any moment and that which is used least frequently will have the lowest count state. When an output is required to indicate the bank to be cleared, an examination is made of the different combined pulse counter and time delay circuits to determine which has the lowest level output and the appropriate one of the output leads of multiple 55 is then energised to provide a signal to the address selected means of register 56.

The register 56 comprises a multi-address word storage device of any convenient type, for example, a magnetic core store matrix, and its associated address select means 57 again may comprise diode tree circuits of known form. This register has 16 separately identifiable storage locations, one for each of the block positions of the main store 10, and each is selectable through the address selection means 57 by the particular lead of the multiple 55 which is energised from the device 50. This register has a read output at 87 and a write input at 88. The read output 87 is connected over multiple 58 to the write input of the working store 52 and, as already mentioned, by way of multiple 30 to the setting input of the memory comparator circuit 21. The write input 88 is supplied over multiple 89 from the read output of the working store 52. The input to the address selection means 57 also is capable of being supplied with controlling input signals over multiple 90 from the transfer instruction register 47.

The working store 52 is again a multi-address word storage device, for example, one or more magnetic core storage matrices with associated address selection means 53 which again may be a usual diode tree circuit form. The write input to the store is indicated at 92 while the read out is indicated at 93. The address selection input at 94 is supplied over multiple 54 from the transfer instruction register 47. This working store is used as a temporary and operation storage during the various steps of the transfer operation and various exclusive address locations therein will be referred to later as word locations w1, w2, w3 . . .

The secondary store directory register 63 comprises a further multi-address word storage device, again conveniently in the form of a magnetic core storage matrix and has associated address selection means 62 whereby any word storage location may be selected by an address signal on multiple 95. The write input to this store is indicated at 96 and the read out at 97. This store is provided with a number of separate word storage locations equal to the number of block storage positions in the secondary store 11 and each arranged to record the programme address number of the contents, if any, of a related one of the block storage positions in the secondary store. In each of these addresses there is also provided means for registering a further digit, known as the “full/empty” digit, which indicates whether the related block position in the secondary store 11 is actually occupied or is empty. Associated with the said fully
empty digit positions of the register is a test circuit 64 whose purpose is to examine the value "0" or "1" of said full/empty digit and to provide an output signal indicating the tested value. Also associated with these digit positions is a write circuit 65 by which the value of the digit may be altered from "0" to "1" when a block, already vacant, is filled, or conversely from "1" to "0" when the block, already full, is emptied.

The programme block directory register 70 is similar in form to the register 63 and comprises a multi-address word store, again conveniently of a magnetic core storage matrix, providing a number of separate word storage positions equal to the number of block positions in the secondary store 11. The associated address select means 71 are again of a form similar to that of the means 51 of store 63 whereby any required word storage location can be selected by an input on multiple 98. The address selection input in this case is the programme block number of any word block identified in the instruction programme while in the associated storage position is located a store block number indicative of the position of the required programme block in the secondary store 11. The write input to this register 70 is over multiple 99 and the read output over multiple 100. As will be seen from the drawing, the respective address signal inputs to the address select means 62, 71 and 57 are all supplied through gate control means from the transfer instruction register 47. The read output 93 of the working store 52 is connected by way of multiple 67 to the address selection input 20 of the secondary store address selections means 16 and also to the write inputs 96, 99 and 88 of the registers 63, 70 and 56 and also by way of multiple 66 to the modifier input 86 of the transfer register 47 and by way of multiple 91 to the normal instruction register 14. Multiple 51 provides a connection from the block digit signal output of the instruction register 14 to the write input 92 of the working store 52 while the block identifying signal from the code signal generator 15 which then feeds the block select input 28 of the address selection means 12 and the separate word identifying signals which are fed direct to the input 27 of such address selection means.

From the address in the main store 10 thus selected is then read out the required next instruction into the normal instruction register 14 which then becomes effective to select the address within the main store 10 of the required number or data word called for by the instruction. This selection is again by application of the word identifying digit signals set up on the register 14 direct to the address selection input 27 of the address selection means 12 and the block identifying signals to the memory comparator circuit 21 thereby to produce the requisite 4-digit block identifying signal from the code signal generator 15. The function digit signals of the same instruction in the register 14 are effective, in the usual way, upon the function decode means 45 to provide the gate and other control signals as necessary to carry out the required computing operation. After completion of the operation defined by the instruction, the next instruction of the programme series is selected in like manner, usually by altering the control number held in the control register 44 by adding or subtracting "1", but on certain other occasions, such as under conditional transfer conditions, by feeding a new control number to the control register 44. The various steps involved in carrying out each programme instruction are completed in turn under the timing imposed in known manner by the cycle or timing controller 43.

In the above it has been assumed that, in each case, the order instruction and number or data words are already located in the main store 10. In these circumstances, equivalence is established within the memory comparator circuit 21 and the consequential equivalence signal over lead 37 forms one of the control inputs to the cycle controller 43. If, on the other hand, a particular numbered block of the word demanded by the output address selection signals from 35 of any convenient form and whose address selection signal input is derived from the digit signal output of the transfer control register 17 over multiple 83. The manner of operation of the arrangements described above is as follows. Normal machine operation follows the customary course of using the control number in the control register 44 to identify the address of the next instruction or order of computing programme by applying the necessary address selection signals to the address selection means 12 of the main store 10. Such address selection signals consist of the block identifying signals which are fed to the memory comparator circuit 21 to produce the requisite 4-digit output signal from the code signal generator 15 which then feeds the block select input 28 of the address selection means 12 and the separate word identifying signals which are fed direct to the input 27 of such address selection means.
either the control register 44 or the instruction register 14 is not already registered in the main store 10, then coincidence will fail to be established in any one of the different banks of the memory comparator circuit 21 indicating that a block of data words containing the required word must be transferred from its present location in the secondary store 11 into one of the block positions within the main store 10.

Such failure to establish coincidence within the memory comparator circuit 21 causes the emission of a non-equivalent signal over lead 39 to switch means 46 and initiates the operation to effect an automatic transfer. Such automatic transfer has to be carried out where the required word is in the secondary store 11 and then transfer it into the main store 10 after having first cleared a suitable block position of the latter by transferring the existing contents of such block into the secondary store 11 with corresponding recordings in the directory registers 63 and 70 and in the block register 56. The automatic transfer operation will now be described in some detail.

The operation of the switch means 46 effectively transfers control of machine operation from the normal control register 44 and instruction register 14 to the separate transfer control register 17 and its associated instruction register 47. The normal control register 44 remains set at the particular control register number which called for the non-available data word. Transfer control register 17 has, as already described, already been reset by reset means 48 to a predetermined number which identifies the address within the transfer store 10 of the first of a series or sub-routine of special transfer controlling instructions or orders which are recorded at sequential address locations in the store 49. Thus the transfer sub-routine now becomes operative instead of the normal computing programme and during its period of control the various successive transfer orders held in the store 49 are selected in turn by the progressively changing setting of the transfer control register 17 and are fed from the store 49 to the transfer instruction register 47 to control machine operation in the manner precisely analogous to that of normal machine operation under the control of the control register 44 and instruction register 14.

The transfer operation steps are briefly as follows. To simplify description, the block number of the main store 10 which is chosen by the device 50 for clearance will be referred to as MSC; the programme block number of the already present contents of such block position MSC of the main store 10 will be referred to as PBT; the programme block number of the new block destined by the block address digits of the instruction initially held in the normal instruction register 14 and which is required to be transferred from the secondary store 11 to the main store 10, will be referred to as PBR; the block number of the secondary store 11 where such desired block PBR is actually located will be referred to as SSR; the symbol $\theta$ will be used to refer to the signal emitted on lead 60 and indicating the next block position which will become available in the secondary store 11 while the term $\theta E$ will be used to define that block position in the secondary store 11 which has been detected as being empty and the next-to-become available after the instant of testing. In addition, the various separate word address locations of the working store 52 used during the transfer process will be referred to as w1, w2, w3, w4.

The first step is to transfer PBR from the instruction register 14 into register w1 of the working store 52 over multiple 51.

The next step is to use the MSC output from device 50 as an address select signal over multiple 55 to address select means 57 to render operative the related storage position in main store block register 56. The content of this particular location is PBT which is then read from register 60 over multiple 58 and written into address w2 of the working store 52.

The next step is to read the signal $\theta$ from the address select means 16 of the secondary store 11 over multiple 60 into address w3 100 of the working store 52. This signal $\theta$ is then read out from the working store over multiples 93 and 66 to the modifier input 86 of the transfer instruction register 47 to form the address section of the next instruction and thereafter becomes operative as an address signal to address selection means 62 of the secondary store directory register 63. With this address operative, the full/empty digit therein is examined by test means 64 to determine whether the next available block position in secondary store 11 is empty or not. If it is empty, operation will be as described later. If it is found to be full then the next step is to alter the signal $\theta$ in address w3 115 of the working store 52 to $\theta + 1$, and then to repeat the above operations of selection in the register 63 and the accompanying test of the full/empty digit by test means 64 until at some later block address in the register 63 an "empty" digit is found. This address $\theta + n$ is thus the address $\theta E$ which identifies the next available empty block position in the secondary store 11, and is, of course, held on address w3 of the working 125 store 52. Had the first test revealed an empty digit, then the original $\theta$ signal then registered on address w3 of the working store would become the address signal $\theta E$.

In the next step, $\theta E$ is read out from w3 130
in the working store 52 over multiples 93 and 66 to modifier input 86 of the transfer instruction register 47 to form the address part of a transfer instruction which again selects the relevant address in the secondary store directory 63. With this address selected, the previously detected "empty" digit is altered to the "full" state by operation of write means 65 while PBT from address w2 of the working store 52 is written into the block address storage position of this location in the directory register 63 by way of multiples 93 and 96. In the next step, PBT from address w2 of the working store 52 is fed over multiples 93 and 66 to the modifier input 86 of the transfer instruction register 47 to form the address part of an instruction to select, in the programme block directory register 70, that address location which is related to the particular programme block number PBT. With this address selected, the signal OE is then read from address w3 in the working store 52 and is written into the selected block position over multiples 93 and 99. The same PBT signal is read from address w2 of the working store 52 by way of multiples 93 and 66 into the normal instruction register 14; in this instruction register, the word selection digits and the function digits will all be zero. The next step is to read OE from address w3 of the working store 52 by way of multiples 93 and 67 to the address selection input 20 of the address select means 16 of the secondary store 11 so as to set up the latter with the required block number and thereafter to await the coincidence with this particular block number of the continuously changing \( \theta \) signal from the secondary store. When such coincidence occurs the output signal on lead 68 to the cycle control 43 allows the transfer operation to proceed, such transfer operation being controlled by the transfer instruction register 47 so as to read each successive address 0, 1, 2, 3, ... of the word block PBT in the main store 10 over the transfer path through transfer gate 23 to the write input 29 of the secondary store 11, the relevant block position in the main store 10 being selected by the signals provided by the instruction register 14, the various word selection digit signals being altered between successive word transfers by supplying add pulses to the modifier input 18 of such register under the control of the instruction register 47. When such main store to secondary store transfer is complete, the signal MSC from the device 50 is again employed, by application over multiple 55 to means 57, as an address selection means for the register 56 to select the related storage position in the latter; when selected, PBR is read from address w1 of the working store 52 and written into this position of the register 56 as a record of the new contents of the main store block concerned.

In the next following step, PBR is read out from address w1 of the working store 52 by way of multiples 93 and 66 to the modifier input 86 of the transfer instruction register 47 to form the address portion of an instruction which is then operative upon the address selection means 71 of the programme block directory register 70 to select the address location therein related to the particular programme block number and from this selected address is read out SSR, namely the block number position in the secondary store 11 where the required PBR is located. This is read out to address w4 of the working store 52 over multiples 100 and 92. This number is then erased from this address location in the register 70.

In the next operation from address w4 of the working store 52, SSR is read over multiples 93 and 66 to the modifier input 86 of the transfer instruction register 47 to form the address section of an instruction which is then operative on the address selection means 62 of the secondary store directory register 63 to select the address position related to the required block. The block address signal in this address is then erased and the related full/empty digit altered to the "empty" state.

The same number SSR is then read out from address w4 of the working store 52 by way of multiples 93 and 66 to the input 24 of the normal instruction register 14, the word address and function digits again being all zero. The same signal SSR is also read out from w4 of the working store 52 over multiples 93 and 67 to the address input 20 of the address selection means 16 of the secondary store to set up the latter with the required store block number to await coincidence with the eventual arrival of a corresponding \( \theta \) signal. When this \( \theta \) signal occurs, the resultant coincidence signal on lead 68 initiates the opposite direction transfer from the secondary store 11 through transfer gate 22 to the write input 41 of the main store 10, starting at word 115 position 0 of block MSC and transferring each word in turn in sequential steps governed by the transfer instruction register 47 in a manner similar to that involved in the previous transfer in the opposite direction. In the next step, MSC from device 50 is again used to select the related address in the main store block register 56 and the PBR signal therein is read out by way of multiple 30 to reset the related bank of trigger circuits of the memory comparator circuit 21.

When transfer is completed, the switch means 46 is reset to its original state by a signal from the transfer store 49 whereby
the machine reverts to the previous condition where the instruction registers 14 and control register 44 are operative and the transfer instruction register and transfer control register 17 are immobilised. The normal control register 44 still contains the number of the last programme instruction address which initiated the automatic operation and this is then re-applied over multiples 33 and 34 to the address select means 12 of the main store 10. Since the memory comparator circuit 21 now contains a trigger circuit bank (that of block MSC) whose setting states correspond precisely with those of the required block number PBR, coincidence is established and the code signal generator 15 provides the requisite 4-digit signal over multiple 28 to select the block which has just been transferred from the secondary store 11. Normal machine operation takes place thereafter.

During each automatic transfer period, although suspension of normal machine operation to obey the current order in the control system 14 is necessary on account of the absence of the required data word called for by the address digits of that current order, use of much of the normal parts of the machine including the main store and the control circuits is not required except during the actual word transfer periods. In the remaining and considerable spare time intervals, these machine parts can be usefully employed to carry out other machine instructions, for example, part of one or more alternative but lower priority programmes. Alternatively, such spare time can be employed in conjunction with a third control system to organise transfers to or from further subsidiary storage such as magnetic tape storage or with the use of other peripheral equipment.

Many modifications of the arrangements described above may be made without departing from the scope of the invention. For example, the use of a separate translation instruction register 47 is not essential although its provision facilitates the use of the machine for other purposes during the transfer operation period. The functions of such register 47 can be carried out by the normal instruction register 14 by suitable extension of its address selection and function control arrangements. Again, the various registers 63, 70, 56 and even 49 can be provided by a single storage device of suitable word capacity. The invention is also clearly applicable to serial type machines by appropriate organisation upon a controlled timing basis instead of upon distribution of different digits among a group of isolated digit conductors.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:—

1. An electronic digital computing machine which includes an immediate or high access speed main data word store for registering data words to be used in a currently operative computing programme, a secondary data word store of a type in which the various storage locations or addresses become available sequentially, word transfer channels between said main and secondary stores and control means for effecting transfer of data words from said secondary store to said main store and from said main store to said secondary store, in which said control means is arranged to effect transfer of each data word from said main store into that one of the address locations of said secondary store which is already unoccupied and is next available after the time of a requirement to effect transfer and in which there is provided directory register means for recording the programme identification address of each of said transferred data words and the secondary store address to which each of said data words has been transferred.

2. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 1 in which each transfer operation between said main and said secondary stores comprises the sequential transfer of a predetermined number or block of separate data words.

3. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 2 which includes means for providing a position-indicating signal indicative of the identity of the next block storage location about to become accessible in said secondary store before said 100 block storage location actually becomes accessible for writing thereinto or reading therefrom.

4. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 3 in which said 105 directory register means is arranged to retain a record of the full or empty state of each of said block storage locations in said secondary store.

5. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 4 which includes means for examining said directory register means to determine the full or empty state of the secondary store block storage location identified by said position-indicating signal 115 and, in the event that such examination indicates a full state for such identified block storage location, for further examining said directory register means to determine the full or empty states of the secondary block 120 storage locations which will become accessible in succession after said signal-identified location and prior to the arrival of the position-indicating signals identifying such locations, until a block storage location having the empty state is discovered.

6. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 3, 4 or 5, in which said position-indicating signal is of a form
suitable for use as an address selecting signal for operating address selection means associated with said directory register means.

7. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 6 in which said secondary store is of the magnetic drum type and in which said position-indicating signal is provided by reading from a series of stored position signals therein.

8. An electronic digital computing machine according to any of the preceding claims in which said directory register means comprises a multiple address word storage device having a separate word storage location for each block storage location in said secondary store, said word storage device including address selection means operative by an address signal representative of the block identification number of said block storage position of said secondary store and each word storage location being arranged to record the programme block address number of any block of data words registered in said block storage location of said secondary store.

9. An electronic digital computing machine according to any of the preceding claims in which said directory register means comprises a multiple address word storage device having a separate word storage location for each identifiable block of storage positions available in the machine for storage of data words, said word storage device including address selection means operative by an address signal representative of the programme block address number of each of the available storage block positions and each word storage location being arranged to record the storage block position in said secondary store where said block of data words is temporarily registered.

10. An electronic digital computing machine according to any of the preceding claims in which the transfer of data words or blocks of data words between said main and said secondary stores is effected automatically by machine control using a series of separate predetermined transfer instructions held in a separate transfer instruction store.

11. A electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 10 which includes a transfer instruction register separate and distinct from the normal instruction register of the machine.

12. An electronic digital computing machine according to Claim 11 which includes a separate transfer control register cooperating with said transfer instruction register and said transfer instruction store.

13. An electronic digital computing machine according to any of the preceding Claims 10—12 which includes a further separate data word store for use during the automatic transfer operation, said separate transfer word store being not available for selection of any address therein by any normal instruction during normal operation of the machine to perform a computing operation.

14. An electronic digital computing machine substantially as described and as illustrated in the accompanying drawing.

POLLAK, MERCER & TENCH,
Chartered Patent Agents,
Audrey House, Ely Place,
London, E.C.1,
Agents for the Applicants.